**Family Illness**

- J 362.196 Numeroff: The Hope Tree (breast cancer)
- J 362.196 Watters: Where’s Mom’s Hair?
- J 614.599 Ballard: AIDS and other Epidemics
- J 616.238 Glaser: Asthma
- J 616. 241 Lindeen: Understanding Coronavirus
- J 362.196 Watters: Where’s Mom’s Hair? (breast cancer)
- J 614.599 Ballard: AIDS and other Epidemics
- J 616.238 Glaser: Asthma
- J 616. 241 Lindeen: Understanding Coronavirus
- J 362.196 Watters: Where’s Mom’s Hair? (breast cancer)
- J 614.599 Ballard: AIDS and other Epidemics
- J 616.238 Glaser: Asthma
- J 616. 241 Lindeen: Understanding Coronavirus
- J 362.196 Watters: Where’s Mom’s Hair? (breast cancer)
- J 614.599 Ballard: AIDS and other Epidemics
- J 616.238 Glaser: Asthma
- J 616. 241 Lindeen: Understanding Coronavirus

**Prejudice and Discrimination**

- J 177.5 Lynette: How to Deal With Discrimination
- J 305.8 Roberts: What Makes Us Unique?
- J 305.8 Watson: Respecting Cultural Differences
- J 379.263 Morrison: Remember the Journey to School Integration
- J 305.8 Roberts: What Makes Us Unique?
- J 305.8 Watson: Respecting Cultural Differences
- J 379.263 Morrison: Remember the Journey to School Integration

**Self-Acceptance**

- J 305.8 Roberts: What Makes Us Unique?
- J 616.661 Vermond: Growing Up: Inside and Out
- J 305.8 Roberts: What Makes Us Unique?
- J 616.661 Vermond: Growing Up: Inside and Out

**Shyness**

- J 305.8 Roberts: What Makes Us Unique?
- J 616.661 Vermond: Growing Up: Inside and Out
- J 305.8 Roberts: What Makes Us Unique?
- J 616.661 Vermond: Growing Up: Inside and Out

**Social Problems**

- J 305.8 Roberts: What Makes Us Unique?
- J 616.661 Vermond: Growing Up: Inside and Out
- J 305.8 Roberts: What Makes Us Unique?
- J 616.661 Vermond: Growing Up: Inside and Out

**Moving**

- E Hoang: A New Kind of Wild
- E Martinez: The Homesick Club
- E Rowland: When Things are Hard, Remember
- E Urmigar: Sugar and Milk
- E Watts: A Piece of Home

**Fear**

- J 001.944 O’Meara: Are You Afraid Yet? The Science Behind Scary Stuff
- J 152.46 Graves: Who Feels Scared?
- J 155.904 Woodbum: A Smart Girl’s Guide: Worry (new things)
- E Bright: The Koala Who Could
- E Carlson: Henry’s Show and Tell
- E Clayton: Lily the Unicorn (new things)
- E Hadfield: The Darkest Dark (night)
- E Hicks: Jitterbug Jam (monsters under the bed)
- E Long: Otis and the Puppy (darkness)
- E Rosoff: Jumpy Jack & Googly (monsters)
- E Schneider: Bedtime Monsters
- E Seeger: I Used to Be Afraid
- E Singh: Ani’s Light (illness, mother)
- E Snicket: The Dark (night)
- E Spelman: When I Feel Scared
- E Watt: Scaredy Squirrel series (night, party)
- E Wilson: Who Goes There? (noises)
- J Graphic Squish: Fear the Amoeba (movies)

**Napa County Library**

Children’s Service
253-4070
www.napalibrary.org

**Children’s Books on Sensitive Issues**

A booklist exploring serious issues in children’s lives: illness, child abuse, divorce, moving, disabilities, prejudice, and feelings...
Sensitive Issues

Absent Parents
- Foster Families (4-8 years old)
- Foster Care
- Foster Homes: Kids in Foster Care

Alcoholism and Drugs in Families
- Talking About Alcohol
- Why Do People Take Drugs?

Anger and Jealous
- The Red Book
- Feeling Angry
- How to Take the Grrrr Out of Anger

Behavior Problems
- Tyrannosaurs Wrecks
- Bug and Bear (too tired)
- No T. Rex in the Library (bad behavior)
- When Randolph Turned Rotten
- The Day Leo Said I Hate You
- Woolbur (behavior)
- David series (bad behavior)
- The Very Inappropriate Word
- Time Out for Sophie (time outs)
- Do Little Mermaids Wet Their Beds?

Bullies
- Stand Up for Yourself and Your Friends
- Jay McGraw's Life Strategies for Dealing with Bullies

Child Abuse
- The Big Bad Wolf in My House (parental abuse)
- Child Slavery in Modern Times
- My Body is Mine
- Safety Around Strangers
- Say No and Go: Stronger Safety
- My Body Belongs to Me
- The Summer of Owen Todd
- The War That Saved My Life
- Call Me Hope: A Novel
- My Jasper June

Disabilities
- Don't Call Me Special: A First Look at Disability
- Panda: A Guide Horse for Ann
- Can You Hear a Rainbow? (hearing impaired)
- Not So Different (spinal muscular atrophy)
- Sam Uses a Wheelchair
- Understanding Sam and Asperger Syndrome

Divorce and Remarriage
- Why Do Families Break Up?
- My Parents’ Divorce
- The Divorce Helpbook for Kids
- Divorce and Separation
- I Live In Two Homes: Adjusting to Divorce and Remarriage
- Why Do Families Change?

Anger and Jealous
- The Red Book
- Feeling Angry
- How to Take the Grrrr Out of Anger

Behavior Problems
- Tyrannosaurs Wrecks
- Bug and Bear (too tired)
- No T. Rex in the Library (bad behavior)
- When Randolph Turned Rotten
- The Day Leo Said I Hate You
- Woolbur (behavior)
- David series (bad behavior)
- The Very Inappropriate Word
- Time Out for Sophie (time outs)
- Do Little Mermaids Wet Their Beds?

Bullies
- Stand Up for Yourself and Your Friends
- Jay McGraw's Life Strategies for Dealing with Bullies

Child Abuse
- The Big Bad Wolf in My House (parental abuse)
- Child Slavery in Modern Times
- My Body is Mine
- Safety Around Strangers
- Say No and Go: Stronger Safety
- My Body Belongs to Me
- The Summer of Owen Todd
- The War That Saved My Life
- Call Me Hope: A Novel
- My Jasper June